
Ambleside is a popular destination in the English Lake District.  
Its location at the northern end of Lake Windermere means that 
it also has to handle a lot of through-traffic.  

Cumbria Highways knew that they could improve the flow on 
Compston Rd by co-ordinating the timing of the two pedestrian 
crossings (P1 and P2) with the signals at the junction J1. 

SCOOT loops were installed at the southern end of Compston 
Road (L on the map) alongside one of IDT’s meshI/O units (see 
left).  The meshI/O unit connects to the output of an inductive 
loop detector and transmits the presence detection north along 
Compston Rd.

On Bank Holiday weekends, and other peak times, the increased 
volume of traffic can cause significant delays with the central 
one-way system (see map) becoming heavily congested. 

Queuing traffic at the southern end of Compston Road was 
particularly badly affected as a pedestrian crossing (P1) caused 
additional delays.

The other problem was that Ambleside’s town planning was done 
in the mid-19th century and there was no possibility of installing 
cable between the three traffic signal sites or the queue loops.

The solution designed by Cumbria Highways was a small wireless 
network based on IDT’s iMesh technology. 

Cumbria Highways’ traffic signal contractor then installed iMesh 
wireless routers at the four points in the scheme (L, P1, P2 and 
J1) to enable UTC control or monitoring data to be transmitted 
between them.

The controller at J1 was already connected via ADSL to Cumbria 
Highways’ UTC instation 30 miles away in Carlisle. 

The iMesh installations at P1 and J1 (see overleaf) connect to their 
local controllers and also act as repeaters to simultaneously relay 
presence detection and UTC data around the iMesh network.. 

The solution would only be viable if they could detect the 
formation of queues on Compston Rd (at site L) and get that 
presence data to the traffic signal controllers.
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IDT surveyed the scheme and supplied iMesh routers, a meshI/O unit, antennas, cables 
and brackets for all nodes.  The traffic signals contractor installed the equipment at all 
nodes and commissioned the schemes. 

One of my fundamental aims is to get as much equipment 
to be monitored for faults either on UTC or on RMS, so the 
introduction of iMesh ticked that box, along with the bonus of 
Scoot coordination of the two ped crossings on Compston Rd.
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To determine whether the scheme was effective Cumbria Highways undertook studies before and after iMesh was installed.  

The graph from ASTRID below tells its own story.  Prior to the introduction of UTC the flow on Compston Rd had a 
ceiling of around 600 vehicles per hour.  With UTC running the maximum has nearly doubled to 1,100 vehicles per hour.

Antennas at J1

The solution demonstrates that, whereas UTC used to be the domain of larger urban centres (where the costs for running 
BT multipoint circuits was high), the lower communication costs achievable through ADSL + iMesh solutions make UTC 
feasible for smaller schemes such as Ambleside.

In normal operation, the signals run VA.  The difficulty of accurately predicting the busier times for traffic in Ambleside 
means that Cumbria Highways can now rely on UTC to determine when traffic flows are above a certain level and bring in 
SCOOT coordination automatically.  When the flow reduces, the signals drop back to VA operation.
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